SPILL PROOF
Tidelli’s indoor/outdoor rugs are well-suited for the wear and tear of the kitchen. Nautical rope coils are amazingly comfortable underfoot and can be easily wiped clean. Choose the shape, size and color combinations you desire to customize your own rug. Price upon request, tidelli.com.

AUSSIE AWESOME
Flat throws from Mud Australia are handmade with nontoxic porcelain bodies in colorful glazes, including slate, orange, red, plum, $62, us.mudaustralia.com.

MIX IT UP
KitchenAid’s limited edition Heritage Artisan line of mixers includes a five-quart mixer designed by Michael de Lucchi. Cast in aluminum, it’s offered with a red or black handle, $150, available through Design Within Reach, Stamford, Schwartz Design Showroom, Westport, schwartzdesignshowroom.com.

GREAT TASTE
The stephane silhouette of the Alessi Pulcina espresso/coffee maker was designed by Michele de Lucchi. Cast in aluminum, it’s offered with a red or black handle, $85, available through Williams-Sonoma, Westport, williams-sonoma.com.

SILVER LINING
Duparquet pots and pans are investment pieces, individually crafted and made to order. The silver lining and copper base conduct heat evenly for superior cooking. $1200, duparquet.com.

MIX IT UP
KitchenAid’s limited edition Heritage Artisan five-quart mixer boasts a handsome ceramic hotpad bowl, definitely counter-worthy, $750, available through Williams-Sonoma, Westport, williams-sonoma.com.

GREAT TASTE
The stepped silhouette of the Alessi Pulcina espresso/coffee maker was designed by Michael de Lucchi. Cast in aluminum, it’s offered with a red or black handle, $85, available through Design Within Reach, Stamford, Schwartz Design Showroom, Westport, schwartzdesignshowroom.com.

MIX IT UP
KitchenAid’s limited edition Heritage Artisan line of mixers includes a five-quart mixer designed by Michael de Lucchi. Cast in aluminum, it’s offered with a red or black handle, $150, available through Design Within Reach, Stamford, Schwartz Design Showroom, Westport, schwartzdesignshowroom.com.

SILVER LINING
Duparquet pots and pans are investment pieces, individually crafted and made to order. The silver lining and copper base conduct heat evenly for superior cooking. $1200, duparquet.com.

CATCH ALL
For collecting keys, mail and paperwork or serving food and drinks in style, the Ziggy Studio valet tray is the perfect accessory. Six sizes available in nine colors, starting at $175, available through the NYC studio or Southington workshop, studioziggy.com.

BREATHER'S CHOICE
The Swivelbacking shoe sliders from bed to table in a deftly machined motif. The heavy-gauge steel is finished in a hand-dipped grated animal so each piece is unique. Small, medium or large, $27-$47, available through the MoMA Design Store, moma.org.

BREW MASTER
Brew authentic Italian coffee and expresso with the touch of a button with the Illy Y3.2 compact machine. Shown here in Cape Town Blue, it’s also offered in red or black, $175, available through Sur La Table, Westchester Mall, White Plains, NY, surlulable.com, illy.com.

SWIVEL SEAT
A modern swivel stool, designed by Norwegian duo Torbjørn Anderssen and Espen Voll, Tibu from Magis is adjustable in height and features a comfortable footrest. Constructed in steel and painted in a polyester powder finish, it’s available in 10 colors. $1,129, available through Herman Miller, NYC, hermanmiller.com, magisdesign.com.

AUSSIE AWESOME
Flat throws from Mud Australia are handmade with nontoxic porcelain bodies in colorful glazes, including slate, orange, red, plum, $62, us.mudaustralia.com.

GREAT TASTE
The stephane silhouette of the Alessi Pulcina espresso/coffee maker was designed by Michele de Lucchi. Cast in aluminum, it’s offered with a red or black handle, $85, available through Williams-Sonoma, Westport, williams-sonoma.com.

SILVER LINING
Duparquet pots and pans are investment pieces, individually crafted and made to order. The silver lining and copper base conduct heat evenly for superior cooking. $1200, duparquet.com.

MIX IT UP
KitchenAid’s limited edition Heritage Artisan line of mixers includes a five-quart mixer designed by Michael de Lucchi. Cast in aluminum, it’s offered with a red or black handle, $150, available through Design Within Reach, Stamford, Schwartz Design Showroom, Westport, schwartzdesignshowroom.com.

CATCH ALL
For collecting keys, mail and paperwork or serving food and drinks in style, the Ziggy Studio valet tray is the perfect accessory. Six sizes available in nine colors, starting at $175, available through the NYC studio or Southington workshop, studioziggy.com.

BREATHER'S CHOICE
The Swivelbacking shoe sliders from bed to table in a deftly machined motif. The heavy-gauge steel is finished in a hand-dipped grated animal so each piece is unique. Small, medium or large, $27-$47, available through the MoMA Design Store, moma.org.

BREW MASTER
Brew authentic Italian coffee and expresso with the touch of a button with the Illy Y3.2 compact machine. Shown here in Cape Town Blue, it’s also offered in red or black, $175, available through Sur La Table, Westchester Mall, White Plains, NY, surlulable.com, illy.com.

SWIVEL SEAT
A modern swivel stool, designed by Norwegian duo Torbjørn Anderssen and Espen Voll, Tibu from Magis is adjustable in height and features a comfortable footrest. Constructed in steel and painted in a polyester powder finish, it’s available in 10 colors. $1,129, available through Herman Miller, NYC, hermanmiller.com, magisdesign.com.

AUSSIE AWESOME
Flat throws from Mud Australia are handmade with nontoxic porcelain bodies in colorful glazes, including slate, orange, red, plum, $62, us.mudaustralia.com.